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SUMMARY

Contentful, the leading cloud-native content infrastructure company, has been named one of top 100

best Berlin startups by the 2017 edition of The Hundert. The nomination list included 250 of Berlin’s

most promising startups, and Contentful was selected by the jury to be part of the top 100 shortlist.

The jury this year included Mike Butcher of TechCrunch, Pawel Chudzinski of Point Nine Capital,

Sonali De Rycker of Accel, to name a few.

Contentful is disrupting the CMS market with a cloud-native content infrastructure that helps
companies such as British Museum, Twilio, Spotify, and Urban Outfitters ship software faster. The
flexible APIs and collaborative web app let developers and content creators power the content in any
digital product – be it smart cars, VR, mobile, web, digital signage, or any new platform. To date,
Contentful has raised close to $20M from top investors including Benchmark and Trinity.

“We are proud to be featured in the 2017 edition of The Hundert, and to be placed alongside so many
incredible startups here in Berlin. It’s been a year of crazy growth at Contentful and we are all excited
to capitalize on the opportunities that lie ahead.” said Sascha Konietzke, CEO and co-founder of
Contentful.

The Hundert brings together the founders and entrepreneurs behind one hundred Berlin-based
startups every year. Its main concept is to paint a picture of the Berlin startup scene, which is
dominated by online businesses. The Hundert was founded in 2013 and is the first printed magazine
to talk about the Berlin startup scene. Since its first issue, nine more have been released, and there
are currently 2-4 editions produced per year featuring startup scenes from around the world.

You can download the online version of this issue of The Hundert, here.

The Hundert No. 10
http://downloads.the-hundert.com/The-Hundert-Vol.10-Startups-of-Berlin-DoublePages.pdf
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QUOTES

"We are proud to be featured in the 2017 edition of The Hundert, and to be placed alongside
so many incredible startups here in Berlin. It’s been a year of crazy growth at Contentful and
we are all excited to capitalize on the opportunities that lie ahead."
— Sascha Konietzke
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ABOUT CONTENTFUL

Contentful provides the essential content infrastructure for your projects, making content accessible via APIs and
editable in a CMS-like web app. Companies such as Spotify, Urban Outfitters, Red Bull, Jack in the Box, The
British Museum, Xoom, Lenovo and many others rely on Contentful to author, manage and deliver digital content
to any device and multiple platforms. For more information, visit https://www.contentful.com/
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